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Right of Privacy
State Law
1960 Prosser article, 1977 Second Restatement of Torts
Four Different Actions
? “intrusion into seclusion”
? “public disclosure of private facts”
? “false light”
? “appropriation”
“highly offensive to a reasonable person”
Archives and Privacy
Defenses available
? Death
? Consent, preferably in writing
? Newsworthy
Presumption of privacy
? Medical or psychiatric records
? Information obtained during a client 
relationship
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Right of Publicity
“In the future everyone will be world-famous for fifteen minutes.” 
Andy Warhol
State Law
“Unauthorized commercial use of a 
person’s name, likeness, or other personal 
attribute.”
Viewed as a form of property. Infringement 
is a violation of the commercial tort of 
unfair competition
Archives and Publicity
Defenses available
? Consent, preferably in writing
? Newsworthy
? Unidentifiable non-celebrities
Not a defense 
? Death – state dependent
? Lack of intent to identify – state case law 
dependent
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